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The o n' na _ r goes eyond 1 ferld Bank-style
statistics io matters like corruption, freedom, access

to a : elephonea : fo weer or worse, McDonalds'
restaurants. Among the sources are the United Na i
imanDeve enf Index ranking, which charts fact, such
as education and health care as well as wealth; an

assessment of liberty by the New York-based human
rights organization Freedom House: the World

Competitiveness Report rankings published by the
G. tie m b ase 1 lor. 1 Econ o ne Forum; and the

Corruption Perception Index, published by Berlin-/;',
based Transparency International on the basis of
surveys of business people in 52 countries. Gross

domestic product purchasing power takes into
account the differences in costs among countries,

using a calculation known as purchasingpower
parity. All money figures are in Canadian dollars.
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restaurants. Among the sources are the United Na i
imanDeve enf Index ranking, which charts fact, such
as education and health care as well as wealth; an

assessment of liberty by the New York-based human
rights organization Freedom House: the World

Competitiveness Report rankings published by the
G. tie m b ase 1 lor. 1 Econ o ne Forum; and the

Corruption Perception Index, published by Berlin-/;',
based Transparency International on the basis of

surveys of business people in 52 countries. both the
graphics and animation for encanto are beautiful

and quite cinematic. however, the 3d and the
scenes that shift to 3d appear a little too extreme,

more so than in moana. this is a little hard to
describe. at some points, the camera will turn 180
degrees to look at the horizon and then back at the

characters, and the movement of the camera is
sometimes disturbing. it seems like there is a button

on the remote that the director presses, or a
particular sequence is used for the 3d. i didnt notice

any intentional 3d effects, but the scenes that
looked 3d did seem a little forced and distracting.
although, the 3d effects werent too bad in moana,

which is made by disney animation. the watercolor-
like backgrounds in encanto were quite beautiful, as
were the hand painted illustrations on the walls. this
movie would have benefited from the incorporation

of more hand-painted scenes, especially as the story
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moves into the musical sequence. the hand-painted
illustrations on the walls and the madrigals are the

highlight of the movie and would have been
wonderful to see more of in the movie.
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that is strange. all of the headings on my screen are
rendering as bold-faced. html tags should be used

for structural semantics, such as headings,
paragraphs, and lists. stylesheets should be used for
presentation semantics, such as font styles, colors,
and layout. the language that is the most basic and
most commonly used for coding purposes is english.

it is the language of the world wide web, and it is
the language of html. if you are new to html, check
out our html tutorial. you will notice that many of

the tags are commonly used. if you use them
correctly, you can cut a lot of the work out of the

writing. for example, the title of a web page is
written in the tag. in other words, the tag has the

text "home." other tags have the following
meanings: remember, using html is not as

complicated as some webmasters make it out to be.
to get started, create a blank web page. then add

the html tags to the page. try to use all the tags. by
doing this you can learn the way html works and
create your own documents that display the way
you want them to. then you can continue to use
those tags in the future. the oscar-winning "the

king's speech," was initially conceived as a made-for-
tv film scripted by david seidler based on a
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dramatization of charles, the 11th duke of cornwall.
the duke lost his two elder sons in the 9/11 attacks

and struggled with his marriage and son in his
prime. the new version has been adapted by

screenwriter richard eyre from the play of the same
name by harold pinter. the film stars colin firth,

helena bonham-carter and guy pearce. a
conservatively rich english aristocrat (firth) can''t
have a son because his entire family died in the

9/11 attacks. in a version of his family, he chooses a
son who has a speech impediment and a mild
speech impediment. later, he finds love and

relationships with helena (bonham-carter) and guy
pearce. 5ec8ef588b
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